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Fourteen individual state essays elucidate the complexitites of local and regional interests that
shaped the debate over individual rights and the eventual adoption of the Bill of Rights.
Today we hold the Constitution in such high regard that we can hardly imagine how hotly
contested was its adoption. Now Richard Labunski offers a dramatic account of a time when
the entire American experiment hung in the balance, only to be saved by the most unlikely of
heroes--the diminutive and exceedingly shy James Madison. Here is a vividly written account
of not one but several major political struggles which changed the course of American history.
Labunski takes us inside the sweltering converted theater in Richmond, where for three
grueling weeks, the soft-spoken Madison and the charismatic Patrick Henry fought over
whether Virginia should ratify the Constitution. Madison won the day by a handful of votes,
mollifying Anti-Federalist fears by promising to add a bill of rights to the Constitution. To do
this, Madison would have to win a seat in the First Congress, which he did by a tiny margin,
allowing him to attend the First Congress and sponsor the Bill of Rights. Packed with colorful
details about life in early America, this compelling and important narrative is the first serious
book about Madison written in many years. It will return this under-appreciated patriot to his
rightful place among the Founding Fathers and shed new light on a key turning point in our
nation's history.
"This is the untold story of the most celebrated part of the Constitution. Until the twentieth
century, few Americans called the first ten amendments the Bill of Rights. When they did after
1900, the Bill of Rights was usually invoked to increase rather than limit federal authority"-Examines the consequences of the war on terrorism through the loss of civil liberties in the
name of homeland security.
Classic Books Library presents this brand new edition of “The Federalist Papers”, a collection
of separate essays and articles compiled in 1788 by Alexander Hamilton. Following the United
States Declaration of Independence in 1776, the governing doctrines and policies of the States
lacked cohesion. “The Federalist”, as it was previously known, was constructed by American
statesman Alexander Hamilton, and was intended to catalyse the ratification of the United
States Constitution. Hamilton recruited fellow statesmen James Madison Jr., and John Jay to
write papers for the compendium, and the three are known as some of the Founding Fathers of
the United States. Alexander Hamilton (c. 1755–1804) was an American lawyer, journalist and
highly influential government official. He also served as a Senior Officer in the Army between
1799-1800 and founded the Federalist Party, the system that governed the nation’s finances.
His contributions to the Constitution and leadership made a significant and lasting impact on
the early development of the nation of the United States.
Explains the Bill of Rights in a way kids can understand, with the primary-source document
side by side with the explanation. Also includes context and Why Should You Care? feature.
To protect our First Amendment Rights against manipulation by Artificially Intelligent mass
media (directed by powers that include tyrants) we should enact one or more of these Ten
Amendments to Protect the First Ten.
Many Americans reference the Bill of Rights, a document that represents many of the
freedoms that define the United States. Who doesn’t know about the First Amendment’s
freedom of religion or Second Amendment’s right to bear arms? In this pocket-sized volume,
Akhil Reed Amar and Les Adams offer a wealth of knowledge about the Bill of Rights that goes
beyond a basic understanding. The Bill of Rights Primer is an authoritative guide to all
American freedoms. Uncluttered and well-organized, this text is perfect for those who want to
study up on the Bill of Rights without needing a law degree to do so. This elementary
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guidebook presents a short historical survey of the people, events, decrees, legislation,
writings, and cultural milestones, in England and the American colonies, that influenced the
Founding Fathers as they drafted the U.S. Constitution and Bill of Rights. With helpful
comments and fun facts in the margins, the book will provide a deeper understanding of the Bill
of Rights, exhibiting that it is not a stagnant document but one with an evolving meaning
shaped by historical events, such as the American Civil War and Reconstruction.
Who wrote the Bill of Rights? Where can you see the Bill of Rights? What right does the First
Amendment protect? Discover the history and importance of this document. Learn about each
of the first ten amendments and the rights they protect. The 'First Guide to Government' series
introduces students to the federal, state, and local governments. Each book explores the
structure, function, and responsibilities of each branch of the government.
A history of how and why the Bill of Rights was developed goes on to explain each of the ten
amendments that comprise it and how each of them was further defended or challenged in a
court of law.
Are the deep insights of Hugo Black, William Brennan, and Felix Frankfurter that have defined
our cherished Bill of Rights fatally flawed? With meticulous historical scholarship and elegant
legal interpretation a leading scholar of Constitutional law boldly answers yes as he explodes
conventional wisdom about the first ten amendments to the U.S. Constitution in this incisive
new account of our most basic charter of liberty. Akhil Reed Amar brilliantly illuminates in rich
detail not simply the text, structure, and history of individual clauses of the 1789 Bill, but their
intended relationships to each other and to other constitutional provisions. Amar's corrective
does not end there, however, for as his powerful narrative proves, a later generation of
antislavery activists profoundly changed the meaning of the Bill in the Reconstruction era. With
the Fourteenth Amendment, Americans underwent a new birth of freedom that transformed the
old Bill of Rights. We have as a result a complex historical document originally designed to
protect the people against self-interested government and revised by the Fourteenth
Amendment to guard minority against majority. In our continuing battles over freedom of
religion and expression, arms bearing, privacy, states' rights, and popular sovereignty, Amar
concludes, we must hearken to both the Founding Fathers who created the Bill and their sons
and daughters who reconstructed it. Amar's landmark work invites citizens to a deeper
understanding of their Bill of Rights and will set the basic terms of debate about it for modern
lawyers, jurists, and historians for years to come.
The Bill of Rights is one of the most important documents of not only United States history, but
also World History. These first ten amendments to the Constitution protect the rights of the
people, such as freedom of speech, freedom of religion, the right to bear arms, and the right to
a quick and fair trial for the accused. Over the past 200 years, this crucial document has been
the inspiration for freedom-loving people around the world to try to change and improve their
own governments. It was also the driving force behind the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, a Bill of Rights for all of humankind, which was adopted by the United Nations in 1948.
Drawing on the speeches and letters of the United States' founders, the author recounts the
dramatic period after the Constitutional Convention and before the Constitution was finally
ratified, describing the tumultuous events that took place in homes, taverns and convention
halls throughout the colonies. By the author of American Scripture.
This landmark work in historical and legal scholarship draws upon thousands of sources to
trace the Constitution's progress through each of the thirteen states' conventions. -- Publisher.
This book is a documentary history of the rights found in the American state constitutions
adopted between 1776 and 1790. Despite the rich tradition of rights at the state level, rights in
America have been identified almost exclusively with the national Bill of Rights. Indeed, there is
no work that provides a comprehensive treatment of the early state declarations of rights.
Rather, these declarations have been viewed as halting first steps towards the adoption of the
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national Bill of Rights in 1791. Bringing together the full text of the rights provisions from the 13
original states and Vermont, this book presents America’s first tradition of rights on its own
terms and as part of this country’s heritage of rights. Early chapters will examine the sources
of these rights and provide a comparative framework. An introduction to each chapter will
review that state’s colonial history, focusing on any charters or legislation related to rights
protections that help explain its constitutional provisions. This work will make it possible for
students, scholars, and interested citizens to rediscover the first fruits of the American
Revolution.
Australia is now the only major Anglophone country that has not adopted a Bill of Rights. Since
1982 Canada, New Zealand and the UK have all adopted either constitutional or statutory bills
of rights. Australia, however, continues to rely on common law, statutes dealing with specific
issues such as racial and sexual discrimination, a generally tolerant society and a vibrant
democracy. This book focuses on the protection of human rights in Australia and includes
international perspectives for the purpose of comparison and it provides an examination of how
well Australian institutions, governments, legislatures, courts and tribunals have performed in
protecting human rights in the absence of a Bill of Rights.

Eric Hoffer Award Grand Prize Short List, 2015 What was the intended purpose and
function of the Bill of Rights? Is the modern understanding of the Bill of Rights the same
as that which prevailed when the document was ratified? In Limited Government and
the Bill of Rights, Patrick Garry addresses these questions. Under the popular modern
view, the Bill of Rights focuses primarily on protecting individual autonomy interests,
making it all about the individual. But in Garry’s novel approach, one that tries to
address the criticisms of judicial activism that have resulted from the Supreme Court’s
contemporary individual rights jurisprudence, the Bill of Rights is all about
government—about limiting the power of government. In this respect, the Bill of Rights is
consistent with the overall scheme of the original Constitution, insofar as it sought to
define and limit the power of the newly created federal government. Garry recognizes
the desire of the constitutional framers to protect individual liberties and natural rights,
indeed, a recognition of such rights had formed the basis of the American campaign for
independence from Britain. However, because the constitutional framers did not have a
clear idea of how to define natural rights, much less incorporate them into a written
constitution for enforcement, they framed the Bill of Rights as limited government
provisions rather than as individual autonomy provisions. To the framers, limited
government was the constitutional path to the maintenance of liberty. Moreover, crafting
the Bill of Rights as limited government provisions would not give the judiciary the kind
of wide-ranging power needed to define and enforce individual autonomy. With respect
to the application of this limited government model, Garry focuses specifically on the
First Amendment and examines how the courts in many respects have already used a
limited government model in their First Amendment decision-making. As he discusses,
this approach to the First Amendment may allow for a more objective and restrained
judicial role than is often applied under contemporary First Amendment jurisprudence.
Limited Government and the Bill of Rights will appeal to anyone interested in the
historical background of the Bill of Rights and how its provisions should be applied to
contemporary cases, particularly First Amendment cases. It presents an innovative
theory about the constitutional connection between the principle of limited government
and the provisions in the Bill of Rights.
"The Australian Constitution contains no guarantee of freedom of religion or freedom of
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conscience. Indeed, it contains very few provisions dealing with rights — in essence, it is
a Constitution that confines itself mainly to prescribing a framework for federal
government, setting out the various powers of government and limiting them as
between federal and state governments and the three branches of government without
attempting to define the rights of citizens except in minor respects. […] Whether
Australia should have a national bill of rights has been a controversial issue for quite
some time. This is despite the fact that Australia has acceded to the ICCPR, as well as
the First Optional Protocol to the ICCPR, thereby accepting an international obligation
to bring Australian law into line with the ICCPR, an obligation that Australia has not
discharged. Australia is the only country in the Western world without a national bill of
rights.4 The chapters that follow in this book debate the situation in Australia and in
various other Western jurisdictions.' From Foreword by The Hon Sir Anthony Mason AC
KBE: Human Rights and Courts
Throughout her long career of “afflicting the comfortable and comforting the afflicted,”
the cause closest to Molly Ivins’s heart was working to protect the freedoms we all
value. Sadly, today we’re living in a time when dissent is equated with giving aid to
terrorists, when any of us can be held in prison without even knowing the charges
against us, and when our constitutional rights are being interpreted by a president who
calls himself “The Decider.” Ivins got the idea for Bill of Wrongs while touring America
to honor her promise to speak out, gratis, at least once a month in defense of free
speech. In her travels Ivins met ordinary people going to extraordinary measures to
safeguard our most precious liberties, and when she first started writing this book, she
intended it to be a joyous celebration of those heroes. But during the Bush years, the
project’s focus changed. Ivins became concerned about threats to our cherished
freedoms–among them the Patriot Act and the weakening of habeas corpus–and she
observed with anger how dissent in the defense of liberties was being characterized as
treason by the Bush administration and its enablers. From illegal wiretaps, the unlawful
imprisonment of American citizens, and the undermining of freedom of the press to the
creeping influence of religious extremism on our national agenda and the erosion of the
checks and balances that prevent a president from seizing unitary powers, Ivins and
her longtime collaborator, Lou Dubose, co-author of Shrub and Bushwacked, describe
the attack on America’s vital constitutional guarantees. With devastating humor and
keen eyes for deceit and hypocrisy, they show how severe these incursions have
become, and they ask us all to take an active role in protecting the Bill of Rights. In life
and on the printed page, Molly Ivins was too cool to offer a posthumous valedictory (or
even to take a victory lap for her many triumphs over inane, vainglorious, and
addlepated politicos). But in Bill of Wrongs, her final and perhaps greatest book, the
irrepressible Molly Ivins really does have the last word.
Which 462 words are so important that they've changed the course of American history
more than once? The Bill of Rights: the first ten amendments to the Constitution, the
crucial document that spells out how the United States is to be governed. Newly revised
and updated, packed with anecdotes, sidebars, case studies, suggestions for further
reading, and humorous illustrations, Kathleen Krull's introduction to the Bill of Rights
brings an important topic vividly to life for young readers. Find out what the Bill of Rights
is and how it affects your daily life in this fascinating look at the history, significance,
and mysteries of these laws that protect the individual freedoms of everyone—even
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young people. Correlates to the Common Core State Standards in English Language
Arts
While the U.S. Constitution set forth the foundation of America's government, the rights
of the citizens needed to be addressed. In March of 1789, the First Congress of the
United States assembled and began to realize a set of Amendments to the Constitution.
In September of that year, Congress proposed those Amendments to the states, and in
mid-December, the states ratified the Bill of Rights. This book will walk kids through the
Amendments and the trials-by-fire the Amendments faced.
Uses contemporary documents to explore the history of the first ten amendments to the
U.S. Constitution, the British traditions on which they were based, and their impact on
American society.
Offers the text of the Bill of Rights followed by a history of the amendments, placing the
document in its historical context.
This book analyzes the British Government's radical change in policy during the late
1950s on the use of bills of rights in colonial territories nearing independence. It
explores the political dimensions of securing the protection of human rights at the point
of gaining independence, and the peaceful transfer of power through constitutional
means.
With a foreword by Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg of the U.S. Supreme Court. An Engaging,
Accessible Guide to the Bill of Rights for Everyday Citizens. In The Bill of Rights: A User's
Guide, award-winning author and constitutional scholar Linda R. Monk explores the
remarkable history of the Bill of Rights amendment by amendment, the Supreme Court's
interpretation of each right, and the power of citizens to enforce those rights. Stories of the
ordinary people who made the Bill of Rights come alive are featured throughout. These include
Fannie Lou Hamer, a Mississippi sharecropper who became a national civil rights leader;
Clarence Earl Gideon, a prisoner whose handwritten petition to the Supreme Court expanded
the right to counsel; Mary Beth Tinker, a 13-year-old whose protest of the Vietnam War
established free speech rights for students; Michael Hardwick, a bartender who fought for
privacy after police entered his bedroom unlawfully; Suzette Kelo, a nurse who opposed the
city's takeover of her working-class neighborhood; and Simon Tam, a millennial whose 10-year
trademark battle for his band "The Slants" ended in a unanimous Supreme Court victory. Such
people prove that, in the words of Judge Learned Hand, "Liberty lies in the hearts of men and
women; when it dies there, no constitution, no law, no court, can save it." Exploring the history,
scope, and meaning of the first ten amendments-as well as the Fourteenth Amendment, which
nationalized them and extended new rights of equality to all-The Bill of Rights: A User's Guide
is a powerful examination of the values that define American life and the tools that every citizen
needs.
“Narrative, celebratory history at its purest” (Publishers Weekly)—the real story of how the Bill
of Rights came to be: a vivid account of political strategy, big egos, and the partisan interests
that set the terms of the ongoing contest between the federal government and the states.
Those who argue that the Bill of Rights reflects the founding fathers’ “original intent” are
wrong. The Bill of Rights was actually a brilliant political act executed by James Madison to
preserve the Constitution, the federal government, and the latter’s authority over the states. In
the skilled hands of award-winning historian Carol Berkin, the story of the founders’ fight over
the Bill of Rights comes alive in a drama full of partisanship, clashing egos, and cunning
manipulation. In 1789, the nation faced a great divide around a question still unanswered
today: should broad power and authority reside in the federal government or should it reside in
state governments? The Bill of Rights, from protecting religious freedom to the people’s right
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to bear arms, was a political ploy first and a matter of principle second. The truth of how and
why Madison came to devise this plan, the debates it caused in the Congress, and its ultimate
success is more engrossing than any of the myths that shroud our national beginnings. The
debate over the Bill of Rights still continues through many Supreme Court decisions. By pulling
back the curtain on the short-sighted and self-interested intentions of the founding fathers,
Berkin reveals the anxiety many felt that the new federal government might not survive—and
shows that the true “original intent” of the Bill of Rights was simply to oppose the
Antifederalists who hoped to diminish the government’s powers. This book is “a highly
readable American history lesson that provides a deeper understanding of the Bill of Rights,
the fears that generated it, and the miracle of the amendments” (Kirkus Reviews).
A history and explanation of the Bill of Rights.
“A detailed history of the transformation of First Amendment law” from one of the nation’s
foremost civil liberties lawyers (The New York Times). Are you sitting down? It turns out that
everything you learned about the First Amendment is wrong. For too long, we’ve been treating
small, isolated snippets of the text as infallible gospel without looking at the masterpiece of the
whole. Legal luminary Burt Neuborne argues that the structure of the First Amendment as well
as of the entire Bill of Rights was more intentional than most people realize, beginning with the
internal freedom of conscience and working outward to freedom of expression and finally
freedom of public association. This design, Neuborne argues, was not to protect discrete
individual rights—such as the rights of corporations to spend unlimited amounts of money to
influence elections—but to guarantee that the process of democracy continues without
disenfranchisement, oppression, or injustice. Neuborne, who was the legal director of the
ACLU and has argued numerous cases before the Supreme Court, invites us to hear the
“music” within the form and content of Madison’s carefully formulated text. When we hear
Madison’s music, a democratic ideal flowers in front of us, and we can see that the First
Amendment gives us the tools to fight for campaign finance reform, the right to vote, equal
rights in the military, the right to be full citizens, and the right to prevent corporations from
riding roughshod over the weakest among us. Neuborne gives us an eloquent lesson in
democracy that informs and inspires. “In the dark art of lawyering, Neuborne has always been
considered a white knight.” —New York
The Bill of RightsProtecting Our Freedom Then and NowB.E.S. Publishing
How do you protect rights without a Bill of Rights? Australia does not have a national bill or
charter of rights and looks further away than ever from adopting one. But it does have a range
of individual elements sourced from common law, statute and the Constitution which, though
unsystematic, do provide Australians with some meaningful rights protection. This book
outlines and explains the unique human rights journey of Australia. It moves beyond the
criticisms long made of the Australian position – that its 'formalism', 'legalism' and
'exceptionalism' compromise its capacity for rights protection – to consider how the many
elements of its novel legal structure operate. This book analyses the interlocking legal
framework for the protection of rights in Australia. A key theme of the book is that the many
different elements of a fragmented scheme can add up to something significant, albeit with
significant gaps and flaws like any other legal rights protection framework. It shows how the
jumbled influences of a common law heritage, a written constitution, differing paths taken by
jurisdictions within a single federal state, statutory and common law innovations and a strong
dose of comparative legal influences have led to the unique patchwork of rights protection in
Australia. It will provide valuable reading for all those researching in human rights,
constitutional and comparative law.
Many of the rights we consider most important to the United Statesfrom freedom of speech to a
fair trialare in the Bill of Rights. Readers learn how these important laws came to be and how
people continue to discuss and debate them even today.
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Explains The Early History Of How The Bill Of Rights Came To Be And How It Is Used To
Protect Citizens.

“A cleareyed, accessible, and informative primer: vital reading for all
Americans.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred review Can the president launch a nuclear
attack without congressional approval? Is it ever a crime to criticize the
president? Can states legally resist a president’s executive order? In today’s
fraught political climate, it often seems as if we must become constitutional law
scholars just to understand the news from Washington, let alone make a
responsible decision at the polls. The Oath and the Office is the book we need,
right now and into the future, whether we are voting for or running to become
president of the United States. Constitutional law scholar and political science
professor Corey Brettschneider guides us through the Constitution and explains
the powers—and limits—that it places on the presidency. From the document itself
and from American history’s most famous court cases, we learn why certain
powers were granted to the presidency, how the Bill of Rights limits those
powers, and what “we the people” can do to influence the nation’s highest
public office—including, if need be, removing the person in it. In these brief yet
deeply researched chapters, we meet founding fathers such as James Madison
and Alexander Hamilton, as well as key figures from historic cases such as
Brown v. Board of Education and Korematsu v. United States. Brettschneider
breathes new life into the articles and amendments that we once read about in
high school civics class, but that have real impact on our lives today. The Oath
and the Office offers a compact, comprehensive tour of the Constitution, and
empowers all readers, voters, and future presidents with the knowledge and
confidence to read and understand one of our nation’s most important founding
documents.
Defending Liberty: The Case for a New Bill of Rights Basic laws limiting state
power have existed for centuries in Britain. However, some serious official
assaults on liberty, democracy and the rule of law have occurred in the country of
late. This book is a detailed review of the case for a new Bill of Rights to more
effectively protect economic, political, judicial, communication and personal rights
and freedoms in the UK. An effective modern Bill of Rights would ban a far wider
range of official actions than the original 17th century bill. It would also create a
new independent Supreme Court with the power to nullify government laws and
policies violating its terms. Contents: 1. Defending liberty through a new Bill of
Rights 2. Existing rights laws in Britain 3. Constitutional limits on power in
America 4. European rights codes 5. Economic rights and freedoms 6. Political
rights and freedoms 7. Judicial rights and freedoms 8. Communication rights and
freedoms
The Magna Carta, Latin for "Great Charter" (literally "Great Paper"), also known
as 'Magna Carta Libertatum, is an English 1215 charter which limited the power
of English Monarchs, specifically King John, from absolute rule. The Magna
Carta was the result of disagreements between the Pope and King John and his
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barons over the rights of the king: Magna Carta required the king to accept that
the will of the king could be bound by law. The Code of Hammurabi was a
Mesopotamian legal code that laid a foundation for later Hebraic and European
law. The Magna Carta is widely considered to be the first step in a long historical
process leading to the rule of constitutional law and is one of the most famous
documents in the world. Originally issued by King John of England (r.1199-1216)
as a practical solution to the political crisis he faced in 1215, Magna Carta
established for the first time the principle that everybody, including the king, was
subject to the law. Although nearly a third of the text was deleted or substantially
rewritten within ten years, and almost all the clauses have been repealed in
modern times, Magna Carta remains a cornerstone of the British constitution.
Most of the 63 clauses granted by King John dealt with specific grievances
relating to his rule. However, buried within them were a number of fundamental
values that both challenged the autocracy of the king and proved highly
adaptable in future centuries. Most famously, the 39th clause gave all 'free men'
the right to justice and a fair trial. Some of Magna Carta's core principles are
echoed in the United States Bill of Rights (1791) and in many other constitutional
documents around the world, as well as in the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (1948) and the European Convention on Human Rights (1950). This
translation is considered to be the best and an excellent reference document for
your library. This is book 10 in the series of 150 books entitled " The Trail to
Liberty. " The following is a partial list (20 of 150) of books in this series on the
development of constitutional law. 1. Laws of the town Eshnunna (ca. 1800 BC),
the laws of King Lipit-Ishtar of Isin (ca. 1930 BC), and Old Babylonian copies (ca.
1900-1700 BC) of the Ur-Nammu law code 2. Code of Hammurabi ( 1760 BCE) Early Mesopotamian legal code 3. Ancient Greek and Latin Library - Selected
works on ancient history, customs and laws. 4. The Civil Law, tr. & ed. Samuel
Parsons Scott (1932) - Includes the classics of ancient Roman law: the Law of
the Twelve Tables (450 BCE) 5. "Constitution" of Medina (Dustur al-Madinah),
Mohammed (622) 6. Policraticus, John of Salisbury (1159), various translations Argued that citizens have the right to depose and kill tyrannical rulers. 7.
Constitutions of Clarendon (1164) - Established rights of laymen and the church
in England. 8. Assize of Clarendon (1166) - Defined rights and duties of courts
and people in criminal cases. 9. Assize of Arms (1181) - Defined rights and
duties of people and militias. 10. Magna Carta (1215) - Established the principle
that no one, not even the king or a lawmaker, is above the law. 11. Britton,
(written 1290, printed 1530) 12. Confirmatio Cartarum (1297) - United Magna
Carta to the common law 13. The Declaration of Arbroath (1320) - Scotland's
declaration of independence from England. 14. The Prince, Niccolò Machiavelli
(1513) - Practical advice on governance and statecraft 15. Utopia, Thomas More
(1516) 16. Discourses on Livy, Niccolò Machiavelli (1517 tr. Henry Neville 1675)
17. Relectiones, Franciscus de Victoria (lect. 1532, first pub. 1557) - Provided the
basis for the law of nations doctrine. 18. Discourse on Voluntary Servitude,
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Étienne De La Boétie (1548, tr.) 19. De Republica Anglorum, Thomas Smith
(1565, 1583) - describes the constitution of England under Elizabeth I 20.
Vindiciae Contra Tyrannos (Defense of Liberty Against Tyrants)
This book helps you easily reach a deep understanding of the Bill of Rights by
walking you through each amendment, clarifying the precise definitions of key
words; providing the historical context you need to fully grasp and spirit and
importance of the amendments; sharing powerfully insightful quotes on each
amendment, straight from the Founders and their peers; supplying you with an
extensive glossary of terms so you never get lost in a dictionary or encyclopedia
trying to understand what you're reading; and more.
Carefully leveled text coupled with primary-source images will encourage young
readers to take a closer look at the U.S. Constitution's first ten Amendments,
known as the Bill of Rights. Citizens of the newly independent United States
proposed several freedoms, including speech, assembly, and worship--many of
which are still recognized and honored today. Curriculum-based content and factfilled sidebars help define these rights, while allowing readers to draw
connections between the Bill of Rights and their daily lives.
In 1944, Franklin Delano Roosevelt gave a State of the Union Address that was
arguably the greatest political speech of the twentieth century. In it, Roosevelt
grappled with the definition of security in a democracy, concluding that "unless
there is security here at home, there cannot be lasting peace in the world." To
help ensure that security, he proposed a "Second Bill of Rights" -- economic
rights that he saw as necessary to political freedom. Many of the great legislative
achievements of the past sixty years stem from Roosevelt's vision. Using this
speech as a launching point, Cass R. Sunstein shows how these rights are vital
to the continuing security of our nation. This is an ambitious, sweeping book that
argues for a new vision of FDR, of constitutional history, and our current political
scene.
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